The transition point between capillary water and adsorbed water is defined as the critical point (including the critical matric potential and the critical water content) of the soil water retention curve. It demarcates the energy and water content region where flow is dominated by capillarity or liquid film flow. Accurate estimation of the critical point is crucial for modeling water movement in the vadose zone.
In a recent article in the Soil Science Society of America Journal, researchers describe a simple method to estimate the critical point of soil water retention curve and analyzed the relationship between the critical point and particle size distribution or specific surface area.
With increasing clay content, the critical matric potential was initially more negative but started to increase at clay contents above ~30%. Increasing the silt content resulted in more negative critical matric potential, whereas soils with higher sand content had less negative critical matric potential. The magnitude of critical water content increased linearly with specific surface area and clay content.
These findings suggest that the critical point estimated from the new method could represent actual situations and help researchers understand the retention and movement status of water in soil at different matric potential as well as establish the hydraulic conductivity model from saturation to oven dryness. 
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Predictor Variable Resolution Governs Modeled Soil Types
Soil mapping identifies different soil types by compressing a unique suite of spatial patterns and processes across multiple spatial scales. It can be quite difficult to quantify spatial patterns of soil properties with remotely sensed predictor variables. More specifically, matching the right scale of a given predictor variable with a specific soil type remains a challenge in digital soil mapping.
An example of how scaling predictor variables derived from remote sensing and topographic indices can affect classification accuracy of soil types in southeastern Arizona is presented in the March-April 2017 issue of the Soil Science Society of America Journal. Support vector machine and random forest approaches produced the best results across a range of circular buffer windows for averaging predictors (0-180 m) compared with other commonly used machine learning models. Classification accuracy increased with the size of averaging window up to 150 m; however, larger window resolution produced general soil maps that poorly identified soils with narrow, linear features. Incorporating multiscale predictors produced soil-landscape features with a mix of general and detailed patterns.
These findings suggest that traditional soil survey concepts can inform new soil mapping efforts and optimize the extraction of landscape information to predict soil properties.
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